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This is a study of the physical, mental and moral condition and ancestral

antecedents of one hundred and fifty prostitutes and one hundred habitual

female thieves, compared with one hundred and fifty women of good

character, of whom one hundred were illiterate peasants and the remaindet

educated women. All were of pure Russian race.

The author’s attention was directed to prostitutes by the fact that, notwith-

standing the disgraceful and, to any rightly constituted mind, disgusting

character of their occupation, they follow it, as a rule, not by force of circum-

stances, l)ut from preference, as shown by the fact that they return to it

voluntarily when provided with the means of earning a respectable and

comfortable living. So abnormal a state of feeling must, she thought,

indicate a mental defect, which would be likely to be associated with defective

ph�vsical development. This assumption woumld seemn to have been fully borne

out by the facts. The average size of the cranium was found to be less in all

dimensions in the prostitutes than in respectable women; the face, on the

contrary, larger. Tue prostitutes averaged a little more than two ctm. less
in stature. and deviated in various other respects from the normal standard.
Physical signs of degeneration, such as asymmimetry of the face, mnahformations
of the cranium and face, alid of the ears, defective demitition, vaulted palate,
&c., were foumid to be very frequent amnomig themn, eighty-two per cent present-
ing more than one such abnormality, against two per cent among the educated
and fourteen per cent among the illiterate women, taken for a standard of
comparison.

As to hereditary antecedents, one hundred and twenty-six of the whole
number of prostitutes had imitemimperate parents, and in fifty cases both parents
were drunkards. Of the peasant womemi sixteen per cent were of intemperate
parentage. Six per cent of prostitutes had epileptic, and three per cent
insane parents. Hereditary syphilis was ascertained in four per cent.

intellectually, the prostitutes were found, without exception, to be either
weak-minded or of neuropathic constitution.

The habitual thieves were found to be, as a class, somewhat superior to the
prostitutes, 1)0th physically and mentally. The average size of the cranium,
in them, was intermediate between that of the prostitutes and of the respect-
able women, and their average stature was very slightly greater than that of
the latter class. Seventy-nine per cent presented two or more physical signs
of degeneration. Forty-nine per cent were of intemperate, four of epileptic,
amid two of insane parentage.

The author concludes that both prostitutes and thieves are, as a rule, of
defective organization. hut that the former depart more widely than the latter
fromn the normal standard, and go far to compensate for the disparity in the
numbers of crinminals of the two sexes. For the abolition of the evils which
they respectively represent, she looks more to such hygienic and educational
measures as shall forestall them than to repressive legislation or reformatory
efforts. Perhaps she does not rate highly enough the influence of circum-
stances even on old offenders, but there can be no doubt that in such matters.
prevention is far better than cure. w. L. W.




